Problem: questionable EC readings
Does testload
show proper
readings? 14/21
(VS3100) or 3/29
(VS3150)

NO
Call Veris service dept. for
Returned Merch. Auth # (RMA#)

Note: occasional negative values are not necessarily a
significant problem, provided they are intermittent and less
than 5% of the data. If field conditions are rough or dry,
the coulter-electrodes may not be making consistent
contact with moist soil, resulting in negative values.

YES

Erratic readings—
mostly positive,
some negative

YES
All or mostly
negative values—
see table for
possible causes
Table of Negative Values and Possible Causes
-1: cable is disconnected or severed; coulters are not in soil
-2: short in system
-4: low conductivity in soil—too dry
-8, -16: erratic contact—with soil, spring plungers, or both

Corrective action
-1: inspect cable and connections; lower coulter electrodes
-2: use ohm-meter to test continuity and isolation
-4: add weight to unit for deeper penetration; map when soil
moisture is adequate
-8, -16: slow down; use ohm-meter to test continuity through
coulter-electrodes

Note: problems can occur in combination, such as -5 and -24

Insure coulter-electrodes are in
consistent contact with moist soil.
Lower unit into soil. 600lbs total
addl. weight may be required

Are negative
values
intermittent and
<5% of data?

NO

YES

Is problem in wiring or in the coulter
electrode? If >2 ohms between the test box
terminals and the terminal wire bolts, check
continuity through each terminal wire, inspect
cable and wiring harness. If greater than 2
ohms between terminal wire bolt and blade,
remove corrosion from blade bolts and blade.
Inspect spring plungers (hub cap has left-hand
thread) and replace if needed.

NO

If coulter-electrodes are in
moist soil, and negative
values exceed 5%, or are
causing stripes of missing
data, use test box and
ohmmeter to perform
continuity and isolation tests

Does ohmmeter
show signal is going
from Instrument to
coulter blade with
<2 ohms resistance?

If soil is dry and disks are in max.
depth, continue mapping if
spatially-structured zones are
visible on map (after performing
routine continuity and isolation
tests with ohm meter)

YES

YES
If a complete ohmmeter test of all
cables and coulters reveals no
isolation or continuity problems, and
questionable EC readings persist,
call Veris service dept.

Does ohmmeter
show each coulter is
isolated from each
other and from the
implement?

NO

Identify problem
cause, and correct:
has coulter bracket
moved, is insulator
missing or broken,
does wiring cable
have a short?

